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6 Bathroom Floor Tile
Ideas for the Prettiest
Privy Ever

These 4 Bold Design
Trends Will Reign
Supreme This Spring

6 Small Patio Ideas That
Will Make You Want To
Spend All Day Outside
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Mahallati is an internationally 
acclaimed interior design, 
manufacturing and 
production firm based in bali, 
indonesia. 

With a team of over 
120 artisans, designers, 
woodcrafters, metal workers, 
upholsterers and consultants 
in related fields with over 

a century of collective 
industry experience; we 
work closely with our clients 
to create exceptional work. 
Our innovative workflow 
results in a true end-to-end 
solution and our growing 
portfolio of successfully 
executed projects have won 
awards and hearts across 3 
continents.
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6 SMALL PATIO IDEAS 
THAT WILL MAKE YOU 
WANT TO SPEND ALL 
DAY OUTSIDE
In a perfect world, your home would have a sprawling backyard with designated spaces 
for a pool, an outdoor kitchen, and a lounge area. The reality for most of us (we’re looking 
at you, city dwellers)? A small deck or a diminutive patch of grass. But, if the homes in 
ELLE DECOR have taught us anything, it’s that big design opportunities can come in 
small packages—you just need to get a little creative.

Depending on where you live, your outdoor space might be a part-time setup that you 
furnish once sunny weather hits. Whether you treat your area as a seasonal retreat or a 
year-round hot spot for postdinner s’mores, it should be connected to the rest of your 
home decor. To help take your style outside, we’ve pored over the archives to find the 
small patio ideas that are big on style. From fire pits to fetching furniture, the spaces 
below make a case for embracing Mother Nature in all her glory.
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For a small patio idea that looks as good as it operates, take a cue from Studio Schicketanz and add a set 
of matching chaise longues. The sleek style is fitting for this Silicon Valley home, while the Kerry Joyce 
performance fabric will keep stains and spots to a minimum.

LOUNGE AWAY
2

Joe Fletcher

Nicole Franzen

Calling all minimalists: Pared-back furniture is the perfect way to bring some modernity to the great 
outdoors. When designers Christine and John Gachot revived Paul Rudolph’s former Manhattan home, 
they dressed the outdoor space in Blu Dot’s sleek table, a set of custom chairs, and a classic Charlotte 
Perriand stool. The result? A winning combination of hard and soft elements.

ACCENTUATE YOUR ANGLES
1
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Think of a symmetrical setup as the furniture equivalent to ASMR; one that could look good in all spaces 
and sizes. This Hamptons, New York, home nails the look with a coordinating conversation set and Paola 
Lenti’s patio table.

STUN WITH SYMMETRY
3

Stephen Kent Johnson

Shade Degges

Concerned your outdoor space will look good only during a few months of the year? This Malibu, California, 
home suggests otherwise. Here, a lone tree is planted in the center of this back patio, which will make a 
statement when paired with outdoor furniture or proudly standing solo. (Plus, ample foliage will look 
beautiful in seasonal environments.)

PACK ON THE PLANTS
4
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Read McKendree

Want to take your small patio decor to new heights? Add a hanging chair like Workshop/APD incorporated 
in this Pebble Beach, California, home. This design trick offers an awesome place to kick back and relax—
all without taking up too much precious square footage.

SPRING FOR SUSPENDED STYLE
5

Matching furniture might be an easy and efficient way to dress up your small patio, but it can be a tad 
boring. Instead, shake things up by piecing your outdoor set together one by one. This Palm Beach home 
designed by Caroline Rafferty offers plenty of visual intrigue—thanks to a Room & Board sofa and two 
matching Sam Son chairs, which Konstantin Grcic designed for Magis.

MIX AND MATCH
6

Carmel Brantley
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5 BATHROOM FLOOR 
TILE IDEAS FOR THE 
PRETTIEST PRIVY EVER
Bathrooms may be some of the smallest rooms in the house but, perhaps because of 
their size, they offer decorators the chance to take more risks. Nothing is more exciting 
than opening a bathroom door and discovering a beautiful world of color and pattern 
or a soothing, serene spa—that may or may not be a departure from the rest of your 
house’s maximalist or minimalist vibe. What anchors it all, of course, is the bathroom 
floor, especially when it’s paved in gorgeous tiles. As for how to incorporate them into 
your space, Artistic Tile president Lauren Cherkas encourages homeowners not to 
hold back. “Think about how the floors take up much less square footage, compared 
to the walls, of the space,” she explains. “It’s the perfect opportunity to select what 
you love.” So don’t be afraid to go bold. If you’re starting out on a renovation and 
unsure of what to do, we’ve canvassed some of our favorite bathroom floor tile ideas 
to offer you plenty of inspiration. Happy scrolling!
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Whoever said too much of a good thing is bad? A palate-cleansing white ceiling and upper wall afford an all-
out blue tile takeover in a California kids bathroom, by ELLE DECOR A-List designer Pamela Shamshiri. 
The bright azure tiles are from Heath Ceramics.

AZURE BLUE TILES
1

Stephen Kent Johnson

Pär Bengtsson

Take a cue from designer Tracy Hardenburg, whose penchant for bold geometric patterns ever inspires. In 
this glamorous loo, Hardenburg opted for a graphic, geometric pattern using Liaison Mulholland by ELLE 
DECOR A-List Titan Kelly Wearstler for Ann Sacks. Sometimes the art of decorating really is that black 
and white!

GRAPHIC TILES
2
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Courtesy Of Popham Design

When you have a small space, using pattern can make it feel bigger. Here, a geometric blue Popham Design 
tile runs from floor to ceiling. We’d go so far as to say the final result is a dream come blue.

MOROCCAN-INSPIRED TILES
3

In this blush-hued powder room, the intricate Italian tile floors were inspired by Phoebe Philo’s stores 
for Celine. “[The client] pulled a really early reference to it,” says Le Whit’s Liza Curtiss. “Because of the 
diamond shape, we thought that it created a really fun pattern, and it mimicked Murano glass.”

HIGH-FASHION FLOOR TILES
4

Nicole Franzen
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You can never have too much of a good thing, as designer Victoria Sass of Prospect Refuge Studio proved 
in this happy Wisconsin lake house. “It’s plaid city in here!” she says of the powder room. Working with 
a Minneapolis tile company called Clay Squared to Infinity, she created a number of custom glazes and 
patterns to achieve a perfectly rustic summer camp vibe.

CHECKED-EVERYTHING FLOORS
5

Matthew Williams

Courtesy Of Unique Kitchens & Baths

If you can swing it budget-wise, think beyond ceramic tiles for your bathroom. In the spa-like bathroom of 
her Toronto home, designer Montana Labelle paved the area surrounding her Brutalist-inspired custom 
vanity in tiles from her own home line.

BLOWN-UP CHECKERBOARD SLABS
6
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THESE 6 BOLD DESIGN 
TRENDS WILL REIGN 
SUPREME THIS SPRING
Spring is around the corner—and with it, our collective itch to refresh is in full swing. 
After a winter largely spent housebound, we’re ready to breathe some new life into 
our space. With that in mind we asked the style pros at Joss & Main to chime in on the 
latest trends and must-have, high-impact pieces that ship to your home fast and free.
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Joss & Main

“Curves are making a big comeback in 2022,” says Adrienne Brown, head of Joss & Main. “Originally 
popular in the ‘70s as part of the mid-century modern movement, curved furniture silhouettes bring a new 
modern-meets-feminine energy to today’s spaces.” Be on the lookout for soft edges and sculptural forms 
like these finds, which are as inviting and style-enhancing as they come.

EXPRESSIVE SILHOUETTES
1

Yes, black is moody and chic, but when combined with natural materials, it can be a calming presence. 
These pieces are proof.

GRAPHIC & GROUNDED
2

Joss & Main
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Joss & Main

Pay homage to Mother Nature in every room, with accent pieces that deliver the beauty of the great outdoors 
straight into your home.

NATURAL CONNECTION
4

Who says rough around the edges is a bad thing? With their mix of natural elements and earthy textures, 
these must-haves give you the trifecta: beachy, relaxed, and unmistakably gorgeous.

TACTILE TEXTURES
3

Joss & Main
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